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PULL QUOTE: “another ‘gotta have’ item from the Killer Tips collection”
Just when you think it’s safe to go back into Borders, the puns have reemerged from the
people who brought us “Down & Dirty Tips.” This is another “gotta have” item from the
Killer Tips collection.
After finally making the jump into the full Creative Suite from Adobe, I was really
enjoying the new advancements from all of these products. In realizing that there was clearly
more at my disposal from visiting with Photoshop SIGs in User Groups and reading
MacDesign magazine, I was on a quest to find the right book for my needs. Once again,
Kelby (with a little help from his friends) delivers easy to follow, interesting and useful ideas
that both remind you of some great things you may have loved from previous releases of
PS, but also that make life easier by showcasing the incredible upgrades in the CS realm.
Like all of the “Killer Tips” books, the look and feel of this book is impressive.
Beautiful panels of great hot-points (in fact, the introduction calls the whole book a collection
of sidebars) are inviting and beg to be “dog-eared.” The screen shots are appropriate
examples of every item and it is all presented in a way that makes this the go-to-guide at
your Mac-side.

This is a book for people with at least a modest familiarity of the terms and general
use of Adobe’s Photoshop. Killer Tips uses some terms that a true novice may need a PS
glossary to understand. This is hardly a dislike since it is not a beginners’ guide. There are a
few redundant items regarding preference fixes and image sharpening, but it really
depends on which methods are appropriate to the need(s). Some of these tips are also
featured in Kelby’s other similar titles, but I found it helpful to see a few things that I knew
reinforced in this book. The reader needs to assume the right degree of subjective
preference when attempting a few of these things and that is appropriate and a good thing
in my opinion.
While there is a relatively large number of newer books outlining the CS suite, David
Blatner’s “Real World Adobe Photoshop CS” is about the closest. Blatner’s book is more
explanatory and outlines some methods in a more classroom-like style. “Killer Tips” is just
that and gets to the coolness right off the bat. I would certainly recommend having both
since each provides some excellent information.
Basically anyone who wants to learn some of the real benefits of upgrading to CS or
to find some great hidden, and not so hidden, features of Photoshop CS should own this
book. From straightening scans to placing type in a perfect circle and then reaching into
managing metadata and some “undocumented” features, I found Photoshop CS Killer Tips
to approach this great product in a like-minded way to my own. Easy to follow, fun to read
and even explaining a few old dog tricks that can now be done in new pup fashion. A
wonderful reflection on Kelby, Felix Nelson and Adobe, themselves.
OVERALL RATING: 5 out of 5 stars EXCELLENT
For more information, visit: www.peachpit.com or www.scottkelbybooks.com
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